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Abstract
Spam is an unwanted email that is harmful to communications around the world.
Spam leads to a growing problem in a personal email, so it would be essential to detect
it. Machine learning is very useful to solve this problem as it shows good results in
order to learn all the requisite patterns for classification due to its adaptive existence.
Nonetheless, in spam detection, there are a large number of features to attend as they
play an essential role in detection efficiency. In this article, we're working on a feature
selection method to e-mail spam. This approach is considered a hybrid of optimization
algorithms and classifiers in machine learning. Binary Whale Optimization (BWO) and
Binary Grey Wolf Optimization (BGWO) algorithms are used for feature selection and
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbor (FKNN) algorithms are
applied as the classifiers in this research. The proposed method is tested on the
"SPAMBASE" datasets from UCI Machine learning Repesotries and the experimental
results revealed the highest accuracy of 97.61% on this dataset. The obtained results
indicateed that the proposed method is suitable and capable to provide excellent
performance in comparison with other methods.
Keywords: Spam Mails; Whale Optimization Algorithm; Grey Wolf Optimization Algorithm; Fuzzy KNearest Neighbor algorithm (FKNN); Feature Selection.
invaders permanently attempt to attack this useful tool
for different purposes. Spam emails are the unwanted emails that are daily sent to the inbox of many different
users [1]. Spam emails may include numerous copies of
similar messages, commercial advertisements, or any
other unrelated posts of pornographic contents [2].

Introduction
Electronic mail is one of the important means of
communication. These dayes, Most of the peoples use
E-mail for different purposes since it is the fast cheap
and very easy manner to communicate. This is while
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Spam emails of advertisements aim at advertising
various products and services, including those of
software, electronics, pharmaceuticals, stocks, loans,
gambling, jewelry, pornography, or even for malware
and phishing attempts. The disadvantages of spam mails
include wasting mailbox space and network bandwidth
besides consuming user’s time as forcing him/her to
identify and delete the unwanted messages. Hence, one
of the big challenges for individuals and organizations is
spam detection [3]. There are several techniques and
methods to reduce the amount of spam. An anti-spam
law has been applied by legislating penalty for
distributing spam emails. Machine learning is another
method for email spam detection which can be able to
detect and classify email data into spam and ham email
[4].
various machine learning algorithms have been
applied for email spam detection including algorithms
that are considered in a text classification [1], like
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [1], decision tree
[3, 5], Naive Bayes [2, 6-10], Support vector machine
(SVM) [5, 10, 11], k-Nearest-Neighbour (k-NN) [6,11],
Random tree, Random Forest [8, 11], Artificial neural
networks (ANN), Logistic Regression [11].
Moreover, feature selection plays an important role
in classification like email spam detection so that is very
effective in shortening the training time and improving
the performance. In general, Methods of feature
selection include Filter, Wrapper, and Hybrid
approaches. In filter method, a subset of the features is
selected without taking a specific approach of learning
that depends on the general features of a dataset to
evaluate and select a subset of the features. The wrapper
method employs classification techniques and metaheuristic algorithms to choose the optimal subset of
features [5, 12, 13]. Various aprocroches of feauture
selection are considered in email spam detection such as
simulated annealing, ant colony optimization[5],
particle swarm optimization [3,5,7], Improved Binary
Particle Swarm Optimization (IBPSO) and Binary
Flower Pollination Algorithm (BFPA) [6] .
In 2013, Sharma et al. studied various machine
learning technique such as Bays Net, Logic Boost, JRip,
J48, Multilayer Perception, Kstar, Random tree,
Random Forest, Random Committee. Their Approach is
used for classifying the spam and they used spambase
from UCI dataset. Algorithms Adaptions 94.28%
Accuracy Achieved and best result was archived
94.28% accuracy of the Random committee [8]. BPSO
with a mutation operator was proposed by Zhang for
feature selection using a decision tree in an attempt to
detect spam emails. In his proposed procedure, 6000
emails were prepared based on the same standard as the
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UCI machine learning repository except for changing
the year 1999 to 2012 [3]. Feng et al. considered SVM,
Naive Bayes and SVM based Naive Bayes Algorithm
for filter spam emails and evaluated on DATAMALL
dataset which The SVM-NB system achieved the best
result [10].
A system of spam detection was proposed in a text
classification mode by Esmaeili et al., who then
attempted to filter out any written spam emails from the
user’s mailbox by using a Bayesian vs. Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) method. Furthermore,
forward and backward Feature Selection (FS) methods
were introduced by them by finding the best tokens as
the main features through a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
[1]. In 2017, Naive Bayes algorithm was studied by
Rusland et al. in an attempt to filter spam e-mails using
the two Spam Data and SPAMBASE datasets and the
accuracies of 91.13% and 82.54% were obtained for
them, respectively [2]. In 2017, IBPSO and BFPA
algorithms were investigated by Rajamohana et al. using
Naive Bayes and k-Nearest-Neighbour (k-NN)
classifiers. They also experimented the opinion spam
dataset and dataset of hotel reviews, which is among the
20 most popular Chicago hotels [6].
In [5], detection of spam comments on the Facebook
social network was studied using various optimization
algorithms, such as simulated annealing, particle swarm
optimization, ant colony optimization. Singh et al.
proposed Correlation-based Feature Selection and
Particle Swarm Optimization (CFS-PSO) and assessed
them on WEBSPAM-UK2006 dataset [7]. Abdulhamid
et al. studied different classification algorithms such as
Bayesian Logistic Regression, Hidden Naïve Bayes,
Radial Basis Function (RBF) Network, Multilayer
Perceptron, Voted Perceptron, Lazy Bayesian Rule,
Logit Boost, Rotation Forest, Logistic Model Tree, REP
Tree, Random Tree, and J48. a performance analysis is
done on spambase dataset which Rotation Forest
obtained the best accuracy of 94.2% [9]. In 2018,
Bassiouni et al. studied method of machine learning for
the email spam detection that evaluated the spambase
UCI dataset. They considered 10 different
Classifiers(Random forest, Random Tree, Artificial
neural networks(ANN), Logistic Regression, SVM,
KNN, Decision Table, Bayes Net, Naïve bayas (NB),
and Radial basis function (RBF)). The best performance
is obtained 95.45% accuracy by using Random Forest
technique [11].
In this paper, Binary Grey Wolf Optimizer (BGWO)
was proposed together with KNN classifier so as to
select the best feature of spam by assessing
SPAMBASE database. This paper was organized in 3
main sections. In section II, the preliminaries of the
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where t, X, and X∗ denote the current iteration,
position vector, and position vector of the best founded
solution, respectively. A and C represent the coefficient
vectors, which are calculated as follows:
(3)
𝐴𝐴⃗ = 2. 𝑎𝑎⃗. ��⃗𝑟𝑟 − 𝑎𝑎⃗
⃗
(4)
𝐶𝐶 = 2. 𝑟𝑟⃗
where r is the random vector in [0, 1]. Here, a is
linearly decreased from 2 to 0 over the iterations.
In the bubble-net attacking method, two separate
techniques are incorporated to mimic the bubble-net
behavior of the whale and obtain a mathematical
equation as follows:
1. Shrinking encircling mechanism: This approach
involves linear reduction of a vector value on the
interval [0, 2], while a displays a random value between
-1 and 1.
2. Spiral updating position: The distance between
the whale and the prey (small fish) is computed via this
method, which demonstrates a helix-shaped circulation
as follows:
���⃗(t + 1) = D
��⃗′. ebl . cos(2. π. l) + ����⃗
(5)
X
X ∗ (t)
′
∗
⃗
�
⃗
����⃗
(𝑡𝑡)
− 𝑋𝑋 (𝑡𝑡)� indicating the distance
where 𝐷𝐷 = �𝑋𝑋
of the ith whale to the prey. l is a random number in the
range of [-1, 1] and b stands for a constant defining the
logarithmic spiral shape. In addition, the whale position
is assumed to be calculated based on a 50% probability
for choosing between the shrinking encircling
mechanism or the spiral model. If 𝑝𝑝 > 0.5, then it
would select the shrinking encircling mechanism;
otherwise, the spiral model would be chosen. Here, p
demonstrates a uniformly distributed random number.
Furthermore, the random searching of the whales for the
prey would be significant. Besides randomly searching
for the prey, they would change their positions
proportionate to the positions of other searching agents.
Moreover, random values within the range of 1 ≺ 𝐴𝐴 ≺
−1 are mathematically utilized so as to make the
searching agent move away from Reference Whale A as
formulated as follows:
�⃗ = |𝐶𝐶⃗. 𝑋𝑋⃗𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑋𝑋⃗(𝑡𝑡)|
(6)
𝐷𝐷
⃗
⃗
⃗
�
⃗
(7)
𝑋𝑋 (𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 – 𝐴𝐴. 𝐷𝐷
where Xrand is a random position vector (a random
whale) chosen from the current population [14].
WOA searches are performed in a continuous space,
which needs the solutions to be limited to a binary value
{0, 1} for the feature selection. In a word, to solve FS
problems, it is necessary for the continuous space to be
transformed into a binary space.
1
(8)
sigmoid(a) =
−10(x
− 0.5)
1+e
Where x, a are position vector in a continuous space,
and binary space, respectively. Therefore, the

research were introduced. Also, Our proposed approach
was presented in this section. Experimental results and
discussions were given in section III. Finally, the
conclusions were summed up.

Materials and Methods
Feature selection
Feature selection includes the process of selecting a
subset of relative features to be used in model
construction in the machine learning and the statistics.
Three major approaches exist to select a subset of
features that are recognized as Filter, Wrapper, and
Hybrid approaches. The general properties of features
are applied by the filter techniques for evaluating and
selecting feature subsets of minimum members without
having the output information.
Nonetheless, the wrapper techniques are more
accurate than the filter methods since employing the
output information. This method first apply an
optimization algorithm for dividing features into various
subsets and then utilizing a classification algorithm for
evaluating the performance of those subsets in the
output classification and finding the minimum members
as the best classification result. Their only disadvantage
is that they could be computationally expensive.
Wrapper techniques have two different steps:
application
of
an
optimization
algorithm
that divides features into subsets and utilization of a
classification algorithm. Taking these two steps could
be the main reason for the slower speed of wrapper
compared to filter techniques. Wrapper techniques are
even involved in much slower speed when dealing with
large and high-dimensional datasets.
Hybrid techniques attempt to take advantages of both
the filter and wrapper techniques by simultaneously
exploiting their strengths. These techniques usually
apply the selected subsets by the filter techniques to be
then processed by the wrapper techniques. Due to the
time complexity for searching the selected subsets,
wrapper techniques use an optimization method,
especially meta-heuristics algorithm [12].
Binary Whale Optimization Algorithm (BWOA)
Mirjalili et al. [14] proposed a new technique called
grey wolf optimization, which mimics the behavior of a
whale. The algorithm is induced by the bubble-net
feeding behavior. Here, the first technique was applied
to the swarming behavior through a numerical model as
follows:
�⃗ = |𝐶𝐶⃗. 𝑋𝑋⃗ ∗ (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑋𝑋⃗(𝑡𝑡)|
(1)
𝐷𝐷
∗
⃗
�⃗
(2)
𝑋𝑋⃗ (𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑋⃗ (𝑡𝑡) – 𝐴𝐴. 𝐷𝐷
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algorithmand β and δ represent the 2nd and 3rd best
wolves, respectively. ω indicates the rest of the wolves
[17]. The social hierarchy behavior of the grey wolf in
the group of hunters is a very interesting social
behavior. The algorithm based on it can be considered
as a robust meta-heuristic one based on swarm
optimization. The main steps of the grey wolf hunting
are taken as follows:
• Track, chase, and approach the prey
• Pursue, encircle, and harass the prey until it finally
stops moving
• Attack the prey
During the hunting time, the wolves of α, β, and δ
guide those of ω to approach and surround, the prey and
finally attack it. The mathematical model of the hunting
wolves is expressed similar to the first equation and Eq.
1 of the WOA algorithm. The feature vector of a

transformation function indicates a sigmoid function. In
[15], V-shaped functions have been found to have the
best performance since avoiding any local minima and
the convergence speed. A V-shaped function is
displayed as follows:
(9)
yk = |tanh xk |
(10)
0,
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 < 𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 (𝑡𝑡 + 1))
𝑑𝑑
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = �
1,
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
where rand is a random value in the range of [0, 1]
and Function S is the sigmoid function. The search
agents are forced to move in a binary space [15, 16].
Algorithm 1 displays BWOA algorithm.
Binary Grey Wolf Optimization algorithm (BGWO)
In nature, grey wolves live in a group and are divided
into the social hierarchy of α, β, ẟ, and ω high-to-low
levels. α shows the best wolf (solution) in the GWO

Algorithm 1: Algorithm BWOA [14]
Input: n number of whales and MaxIter number of iteration.
Output: Optimal whale position
(i) Initialize the whales population Xi (i = 1, 2,…, n) and number of iterations
(ii) Calculate the fitness of each search agent that is considered as the value of the estimator function
(iii) X*=the best search agent
(iv) while (t<MaxIter)
for each search agent
Update a, A, C, l, and p
if1 (p < 0.5)
if2 (|A|< 1)
Update the position of the current search agent by equation (2)
else if2 (|A| >= 1)
Select a random search agent
Update the position of the current search agent by equation (7)
end if2
else if1 (p >= 0.5)
Update the position of the current search by equation (5)
end if1
end for
Check if any search agent goes beyond the search space and amend it, Calculate the fitness of each search agent
Update X* if there is a better solution.
t=t+1
end while
(v) return X*
Algorithm 2: Algorithm BGWOA [17]
Input: n Number of gray wolves in the pack and MaxIter
Output: xα optimal gray wolf binary position, f(xα) Best Optimal value.
(i) Initialize a population of n wolves positions at random ∈ [0, 1].
(ii) Find the α, β, δ solutions based on fitness.
(iii) While stopping criteria not met do
for each Wolfi ∈ pack do
Update wolfi position to a binary position by
Equation (10)
end
(1) Update a, A, C.
(2) Evaluate the positions of individual wolves.
(3) Update α, β, δ
end
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candidate solution is represented by the position vector
of the corresponding grey wolf. During the iteration
course, the wolves of α, β, and δ represent the best and
the 2nd and 3rd best candidate solutions, respectively,
while those of ω are supposed to include the rest of the
solutions [18]. The fundament of GWO has been
explained via a flowchart well in Figure 1.
Similar to the algorithm displayed in the GWA
algorithm, searches are performed in a continuous
space, which needs the solutions to be limited to the
binary value of {0, 1} for the feature selection.
Algorithm 2 shows the main steps of the proposed
BGWOA [19]. The value of stopping criteria is equal to
the max iteration value.

The accuracy of KNN depends on the distance metric
and K value. A characteristic k-NN algorithm is
susceptible to the local data structure. To appraise the
new unknown sample, KNN computes its K nearest
neighbors and locates a class by voting of the majority
[20].
Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbour (FKNN) algorithm
Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbour (FKNN) classifier
presented by Keller et al. [21] that FKNN is an
improved KNN classifier so increases performance
classifier. In FKNN, the training set is evaluated by
class memberships then every sample of the test set is
calculated. Class membership of training instance x is
precalculated from class j as follows:
𝑛𝑛
0.51 + � 𝑗𝑗�𝑘𝑘� ∗ 0.49 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑗𝑗 = 𝑖𝑖
(11)
𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥) = � 𝑛𝑛
� 𝑗𝑗�𝑘𝑘� ∗ 0.49
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
where k is k nearest neighbor of training set and nj is
Nearest neighbors of x from class j. Then class
membership of instance testing x is evaluated as
follows:

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm is a plain,
slow-footed, and nonparametric classifier. It is preferred
to any other classifiers since provided that all the
features are continuous. Moreover, in pattern
recognition, KNN algorithm is employed to provide
the classification and regression processes. In both
cases, the input is made of k training samples in the
feature space. Applications of KNN in the classification
and regression processes would determine the output
type. Classification is made possible by identifying the
nearest neighbor and thus distinguishing the class of an
unknown sample. It is elected from among other
algorithms due to its high convergence speed and
simplicity. KNN classification consists of two steps:
• Detect the k number of the example in the dataset
that is nearby, for instance, S
• Take this sample k number to vote and specify the
class, for instance, S

𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥) =

1
∑𝑘𝑘
)
2
𝑖𝑖=1 𝜇𝜇𝑗𝑗 (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 )( �
‖𝑥𝑥−𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ‖ �𝑏𝑏−1
1
∑𝑘𝑘
)
2
𝑖𝑖=1( �
‖𝑥𝑥−𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ‖ �𝑏𝑏−1

(12)

where value of b is an integer and b>1. Xi is nearst
neighbor of x. If instance x belongs to class j then the
value is 1, otherwise 0 [21, 22, 23].
The proposed Approach
Our proposed method aimed to enhance the classifier
performance for selecting the best feature of a spam
email. BWOA and BGWOA algorithms were used in

Figure 1. Diagram of algorithm GWO
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this approach. The processes of the proposed method
can be expounded in the five steps:
First step: The dataset was collected from the UCI
Machine Learning Repositories and then the data
preprocessing was started for data normalization data
and creation of the best performance by the classifier.
The feature values had to be within the interval of [0, 1].
The normalization formula is as follows:
(13)
X = (X − XMIN )⁄(XMAX − XMIN )
where xMIN and xMAX are the minimum and maximum
values of each feature normalization, respectively, thus
improving the results.
Second step: Parameters of algorithm are Initialized
which max iterations and population sizes are set. Also,
initialize a population of n agents randomly that are
whales of BWOA and wolves of BGWOA. Then
fitness of each initial agent is calculated based on
classifiers and the best agent is found. Every population
is a solution for the problem.
Third step: FS was regarded as a problem of binary
optimization and the solutions were limited to the binary
values of {0, 1}. The vectors of a representing 0 and 1
indicated the solutions of the problem in the forms of
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unselected and selected features, respectively. The
length of the solution vector was shown by the number
of features in the original dataset. The next
preprocessing included selection of the optimal feature
through the BWOA and BGWOA algorithms. Every
agent of optimization algorithms is d dimension and an
equal number of features datasets that each feature
subset can be seen as a position of an agent
Fourth step: In this step, the fitness of each particle
is calculated which is processed based on classifiers.
The accuracy result of the classification was used to
improve the feature selection in the wrapper-based
methods which was sent to the optimization algorithm.
The classifications are evaluated by the KNN and
FKNN algorithms based on the accuracy criteria that
was performed via 10-fold cross-validation runs of
KNN and FKNN algorithms. Also, value k is considered
with 3 for them.
Fifth step: The processes 3 and 4 were repeated
until the stopping condition was met and the best result
was obtained as the final result.
HBGWOAFKNN/KNN and HBWOA-FKNN/KNN algorithms are
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. An overview of proposed method based on hybrid BWOA and KNN/FKNN (HBWOA -FKN/KNN)
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Figure 3. An overview of proposed method based on hybrid BGWOA and KNN/FKNN (HBGWOA -FKN/KNN)

individuals who had filed spam. also, non-spam emails
was collected from single e-mail accounts, personal emails, and filled work. This dataset included selected
mail messages, which were suitable for testing spam
filtering systems. The frequencies of corresponding
characters and words the instance in the emails were
represented by most attributes [24].

Results and Discussion
This section introduces spambase database which is
used for evaluating the performance of the proposed
method. Afther that, the results obtained are discussed
by executing proposed method. In addition to accuracy,
three other criteria, i.e., precision, sensitivity, and
specificity, were calculated to further evaluate the
proposed hybrid method.

The evaluation metric
In this paper, we used evaluation metrics for
investigating the efficiency of the proposed model.
Accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity are
important evaluation metrics as shown in Eqs. 14-17:
(14)
ACCURACY = (TP + TN)/ (TP + TN + FP + FN)
(15)
SENSITIVITY = TP/ (TP + FN)
(16)
SPECIFICITY = TN/ (TN + FP)
(17)
PRECISION = TP/ (TP + FP)

Dataset description
The spambase database taken from UCI machine
learning repository and compiled by George Forman,
Erik Reeber, Mark Hopkins, and JaapSuermondt was
selected for the study. The dataset contained 4601 email
messages with 195 samples, each of which consisted of
57 attributes with a special attribute forming a class.
The attribute of spambease are given in Table 1.
The dataset includes the spam and non-spam emails
that spam e-mails came from their postmaster and

Attribute Number
1 - 48
49 - 54
55
56
57
58

True Positives (TPs) and False Positives (FPs)
respectively representing the numbers of correctly and

Table 1. Description of spambase dataset
Attribute Type
Description Attribute
word_freq_WORD
percentage of words in the e-mail that match WORD.
char_freq_CHAR
percentage of characters in the e-mail that match CHAR
capital_run_length_average
average length of uninterrupted sequences of capital letters
capital_run_length_longest
length of longest uninterrupted sequence of capital letters.
capital_run_length_total
sum of length of uninterrupted sequences of capital letters
= total number of capital letters in the e-mail
Class attribute
enotes whether the e-mail was considered spam or not
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incorrectly classified records were put in the positive
class. Again, True Negatives (TNs) and False Negatives
(FNs) respectively demonstrating the numbers of
correctly and incorrectly classified records were
considered as the negative class [2, 4].
In this study, novel hybrid method is presented that
combination of optimization algorithms and classifiers
to select optimal features. BWOA and BGWOA
algorithms are employed to select subset of features,
then subset of features are evaluted by classiifiers of
KNN and FKNN. The proposed model was
implemented by Matlab software, version R2014a, on a
computer specified with Intel core i7. The mentioned
hybrid model was implemented on a spambase dataset.
We performed the experiment by using different max
iterations and population sizes which iterations set 50
and 20 and population sizes set 10 and 20.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results obtained of hybrid
BWOA and BGWOA with KNN classification
algorithm, respectively. Table 4 and 5 display the results
obtained of hybrid BWOA and BGWOA with FKNN
classification algorithm. The best values of the
evaluation indicators for every feature selection
algorithm are displayed in bold letters. According to the
comparison results in Table 2 and 4, the accuracy
97.28% and the precision of 95.94% with 25 selected
features have been obtained for the BWOA algorithm,

Iterations
50
20

Iterations
50
20

Iterations
50
20

Iterations
50
20
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respectively. Similarly, BGWO algorithm shows the
accuracy and precision of 97.61% and 96.27% with 19
selected features, respectively. determination of thet
least optimal feature is another benefit of the proposed
model. The results illustrate that performance of hybrid
optimization algorithms and FKNN classifiers are
favorable results which helps in research to obtain a
improve performance while the feature selection
methods are utilized.
Sharma et al. considered various machine learning
technique with spambase dataset. They resulted 94.28%
Accuracy from Random committee [8]. Spam email
filtering on SPAMBASE datasets through Naive Bayes
algorithm was studied by Rusland et al., who obtained
82.54% accuracy for spambase [2]. Abdulhamid et al.
investigated different classification algorithms on
spambase dataset. They achieved the best performance
in Rotation Forest with 94.2%. accuracy [9]. In 2018,
[11] investigated email spam detection with different
classifier algorithms that Random Forest was obtained
best performance 95.45% accuracy. The comparison
results of BWOA and BGWOA algorithms are shown in
Table 6. As shown in this table, both HBWOA_FKNN
and HBGWOA_FKNN algorithms have better results
obtained from other studied [2, 8, 11]. The performance
of the proposed model was compared to other
researches in this area. One of the positive points of the

Table 2. Experimental results of HBWOA -KNN
Agents Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity
20
91.74
95.32
92.01
92.44
10
92.05
91.4
94.45
87.43
20
92.07
91.76
93.77
87.7
10
92.09
95.34
93.66
91.61
Table 3. Experimental results of HBGWOA - KNN
Agents Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity
20
92.02
92.83
93.84
89.13
10
92.15
91.37
94.42
87.43
20
92.32
93.91
92.58
90.4
10
92.57
90.32
94.38
86.01
Table 4. Experimental results of HBWOA -FKNN
Agents Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity
20
97.17
100
95.60
100
10
97.28
100
95.94
100
20
97.07
100
95.56
100
10
97.28
100
95.78
100
Table 5. Experimental results of HBGWOA - FKNN
Agents Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity
20
97.17
100
95.71
100
10
96.96
100
95.40
100
20
97.61
100
96.27
100
10
96.63
100
94.75
100
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Table 6. Comparison proposed method with other work
Refrence
Database
Method
SPAMBASE
Random committee
[8] 2013
Naive Bayes
[2] 2017
Rotation Forest
[9] 2018
Random Forest
[11] 2018
BWOA-FKNN
Proposed models
BGWOA-FKNN

proposed method was its higher accuracy.
Conclusions
A hybrid model has been proposed in this paper to
achieve an effective and efficient detection of spam
email by selecting the optimal features. our proposed
method combining BWOA and BGWOA optimization
algorithms and KNN and FKNN's classifiers to select
the optimal feature. It is tested on UCI Machine
Learning Repositories "SPAMBASE" dataset. In
compliance with the other method, the results of our
method show better performance on this dataset. The
accuracies of the proposed model were obtained to be
97.28% and 97.61% based on the BWOA and BGWO
algorithms with FKNN classifier, respectively.
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11.

12.

13.

14.
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